Notification form

(Sole creator)

Title of the work *
Subtitle.................
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Duration
Genre
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Metronomic movement

1

Purpose of arrangement
If part of a film score, film title
References of recording

Date of the first performance
or broadcasting
Place or broadcast

/

/

B

Name *

For this work, I am

Composer

First name *

Author/Lyricist

Pseudonym

International IP code
COAD

2

Arranger

,
,

%
%
%
%

Total = 100,00 %

1

Purpose of arrangement. Types of exploitation for which the arranger is authorized to receive rights.

3

“Distribution of mechanical reproduction rights” (Mechanical reproduction on any sound or audiovisual medium).

“International IP code” or “COAD” (sacem account number). Indicate the code(s) which appears on your members’ card or on your
distribution statement.

2

By signing this document you guarantee you did not register this work in any other authors society.

*

Place
Date

Mandatory fields are marked with an asterisk *.

715 bis - 11/2018

,
,

Adapter
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3

Signature

Société des Auteurs, Compositeurs
et Editeurs de Musique

Société civile à capital variable - 775 675 739 - RCS Nanterre

225, avenue Charles de Gaulle
92528 NEUILLY SUR SEINE CEDEX

www.sacem.fr

The notification form is the means of identifying the work.
It must be signed. Its purpose is solely notification, and it serves to allocate a part of the royalties issuing from the use of the
work solely to rights-holders who are members of SACEM or of an authors’ society represented by SACEM.
The right-holder’s confirm, for the purpose at hand, the transfer of public performing rights and mechanical reproduction rights
in accordance with membership terms.
For this unpublished work, enclose with this form the signed complete score of the work (melody,
harmony and bass part) or a sound recording together with the complete lyrics on a separate page.
Borrowing from pre-existing works, of whatever nature and extent, may incur your liability towards rights-holders of these works.
You are therefore to obtain their prior agreement.

Revenues from public performances will be distributed in accordance with provisions of SACEM Articles of association and General Regulations.

This information will be processed by SACEM (acting as data controller) in order to carry out its collective administrative operations and to comply with the requirements
of the Intellectual Property Code. It is intended for the use of SACEM and its partners and is stored for the duration required by the current legislation.To exercise your
rights of access, correction, deletion, restriction, objection, and portability, please contact: Sacem, DDGR, 225, avenue Charles de Gaulle, 92528 Neuilly-sur-Seine Cedex.

Fields for SACEM use only
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